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Abstract

We look at how a seemingly small change in the pho-
tographic process—capturing a focal stack at the press
of a button, instead of a single photo—can boost signif-
icantly the optical performance of a conventional cam-
era. By generalizing the familiar photographic concepts
of “depth of field” and “exposure time” to the case of
focal stacks, we show that focal stack photography has
two performance advantages: (1) it allows us to capture
a given depth of field much faster than one-shot photog-
raphy, and (2) it leads to higher signal-to-noise ratios
when capturing wide depths of field with a restricted
exposure time. We consider these advantages in detail
and discuss their implications for photography.

1 Introduction

Despite major advances in digital photography in
recent years, today’s cameras are identical to their film-
based predecessors in terms of basic optics: they rely on
the same three controls (aperture, focus and exposure
time) and their optical performance is limited by the
same fundamental constraints between aperture, depth
of field, exposure time, and exposure level that govern
traditional photography.

As a first step in pushing the performance limits
of modern cameras further, this paper looks at how a
seemingly small change in the photographic process—
capturing a focal stack at the press of a button, instead
of a single photo—can boost significantly the optical
performance of a conventional camera. We show that
cameras with this functionality have two performance
advantages (Figures 1 and 2):

• they can capture a given depth of field much faster
than one-shot photography allows, and

• they achieve higher signal-to-noise ratios when
capturing wide depths of field at high speed.

A focal stack is a sequence of photos taken with
distinct focus settings and possibly different apertures.
Just like an individual photo has a well-defined expo-
sure time and a well-defined depth of field (i.e., a range
of distances where subjects appear in focus), a focal
stack can be thought of as having an exposure time
and a depth of field too: its exposure time is simply the
total time it takes to capture all photos in the stack,
and its depth of field (DOF) is the union of DOFs of
all these photos.

A few digital cameras already offer a rudimentary
type of “focal stack photography” via a focus bracket-
ing mode [1]. In that mode, lens focus is adjusted by a
fixed increment after each shot in a rapid, multi-shot
sequence. While this mode may sometimes confer an
advantage, here we explore performance gains from a
much more general ability: we envision a camera con-
trol system where the photographer sets the desired
DOF and exposure level (or exposure time), presses
the shutter release, and the camera captures the opti-
mal focal stack for those settings. Depending on con-
text, optimality can be expressed in terms of speed
(i.e., shortest exposure time for a given exposure level),
image quality (i.e., highest signal-to-noise ratio for a
given exposure time), or both.

Focal stacks are certainly not a new concept. They
have an especially long history in microscopy and
macro photography, where lenses have very narrow
DOFs [25, 20, 6, 18]. In these applications, producing
an extended-DOF photo of a sample often requires cap-
turing and merging a large focal stack [23, 21, 6]. Focal
stacks are also a rich source of 3D shape information
and have been used extensively for shape-from-focus
and shape-from-defocus computations in computer vi-
sion [15, 7, 9, 11]. Nevertheless, we are not aware
of work that has studied focal stack photography as
a high-performance alternative to capturing just one
photo.

Although the difference between focal stack and one-
shot photography may appear superficial, focal stacks
differ from traditional photos in two important ways.

First, the relations between aperture, depth of field,
exposure time and signal-to-noise ratio that apply to
individual photos do not apply to focal stacks. For ex-
ample, we show in Section 3.1 that focal stacks with a
given DOF and a given exposure level can be captured
much faster than a single photo with the same speci-
fications (Figure 1). In essence, focal stacks allow us
to “break” some of the basic barriers imposed by lens
optics that constrain one-shot photography.

Second, while one-shot photography gives us a
readily-viewable photo with the desired specifications
(DOF, exposure level, etc.), focal stacks require fur-
ther processing: since no single photo in a stack spans
a user-specified DOF completely, its photos must be
merged (and perhaps even restored) to produce a one-
shot equivalent, all-in-focus image. Fortunately, these
merging and restoration problems have been well stud-
ied [26, 6, 18, 17] and have a very useful side-effect:
they enable 3D reconstruction of the subject being pho-
tographed [6, 18].
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1 photo @ f/8

exposure time: 2s

2-photo focal stack @ f/4

exposure time: 1s

all-in-focus composite

with desired DOF

2s 0.5s0.5s

Figure 1: Speeding up photography with a desired depth of field. Left: Conventional one-shot photography. The
desired DOF is shown in red. Right: Focal stack photography. Two wide-aperture photos span the same DOF as
a one-shot narrow-aperture photo. Each wide-aperture photo requires 1/4 the time to reach the exposure level of
the narrow-aperture photo, resulting in a 2× net speedup for the exposure time.

1 photo @ f/4

exposure time: 0.5s

under-exposed focal stack @ f/4

exposure time: 0.5s

restored all-in-focus composite

with desired DOF

0.5s 0.25s0.25s

Figure 2: Increasing signal-to-noise ratio for restricted exposure time budgets. Left: Conventional one-shot pho-
tography. If exposure time is restricted to 0.5s, a well-exposed photo can span only a portion, shown in yellow, of
the desired DOF. Subjects in the rest of the DOF will therefore be out of focus and, hence, will have reduced SNR.
Right: Focal stack photography. Two wide-aperture, under-exposed photos span the desired DOF completely. Be-
cause under-exposure does not affect SNR as much as defocus blur in typical photography scenarios, the resulting
composite will have higher SNR than a single well-exposed, wide-aperture photo.

2 Conventional Photography

Two of the most important choices when taking
a photo are the photo’s exposure level and its depth
of field. In conventional photography these choices
are controlled indirectly, by choosing appropriate
settings for the camera’s focus, aperture and exposure
time. We review the basic relations between these
quantities below and discuss how they constrain the
photographic degrees of freedom.

Exposure level. The exposure level of a pixel is the
total radiant energy integrated by the sensor element
while the shutter is open (i.e., number of photons).
The exposure level can influence significantly the qual-
ity of a captured photo because when there is no sat-
uration or thermal noise, a pixel’s signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) increases1 at higher exposure levels [13]. For
this reason, most modern cameras incorporate the no-
tion of an “ideal” exposure level, i.e., a level that pro-
vides good balance between SNR and likelihood of pixel
saturation over the image. A typical choice is to cap-
ture photos with an average pixel intensity that is 13%

1Thermal effects, such as dark-current noise, become signifi-
cant only for exposure times longer than a few seconds [13].

of the maximum attainable value [16] (i.e., 0.13 × 255
for 8-bit sensors).

Conventional cameras provide only two ways to con-
trol exposure level—the diameter of their aperture and
the exposure time. Assuming that all light that passes
through the aperture reaches the sensor plane, the ex-
posure level L is equal to

L = τ D2 , (1)

where τ is exposure time, D is the effective aperture
diameter, and the units of L are chosen appropriately.

Depth of field (DOF). We assume that focus and
defocus obey the standard thin lens model [22, 24] (Fig-
ure 3). This model relates three positive quantities: the
focus setting v, defined as the distance from the sensor
plane to the lens; the distance d from the lens to the in-
focus scene plane; and the focal length f , representing
the “focusing power” of the lens (Eq. (A) in Table 1).

Apart from the idealized pinhole, all apertures in-
duce spatially-varying amounts of defocus for points in
the scene. If the lens focus setting is v, all points at
distance d from the lens will be in focus. A scene point
at distance d′ �= d, however, will be defocused: its im-
age will be a circle on the sensor plane whose diameter
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Figure 3: Blur geometry for a thin lens.

b is called the blur diameter. For any given distance d,
the thin-lens model tells us exactly what focus setting
we should use to bring the plane at distance d into fo-
cus, and what the blur diameter will be for points away
from this plane (Eqs. (B) and (C), respectively).

For a given aperture and focus setting, the depth of
field is the interval of distances in the scene whose blur
diameter is below a maximum acceptable size. Since
every distance in the scene corresponds to a unique
focus setting, every DOF can also be expressed as an
interval [α, β] in the space of focus settings. This al-
ternate DOF representation gives us especially simple
relations for the aperture and focus setting that pro-
duce a given DOF (Eqs. (D)-(E)) and, conversely, for
the DOF produced by a given aperture and focus set-
ting (Eq. (F)).

Note that a key property of the depth of field is
that it shrinks when the aperture diameter increases:
from Eq. (C) it follows that for a given out-of-focus
distance, larger apertures always produce larger blur
diameters.

Capturing an ideally-exposed photo with a
given DOF. Now suppose that we want to capture
a single photo with a specific exposure level L∗ and a
specific depth of field [α, β]. How can we capture this
photo? The basic DOF geometry, along with Eq. (1),
tell us that we have little choice over camera settings:
there is only one aperture diameter that can span the
given depth of field exactly (Eq. (D)), and only one
exposure time that can achieve a given exposure level
with that diameter. This exposure time is given by

τone = L∗ ·
(

β − α

c (β + α)

)2

. (2)

Informally, Eq. (2) tells us that the larger the de-
sired DOF, the longer it will take to capture an
ideally-exposed photo (Figure 1, left). Unfortunately,
this has an important practical side-effect: large
exposure times can lead to motion blur when we
photograph moving scenes or when the camera is not
stabilized [27]. This limits the range of scenes that can
be photographed with ideal exposure levels, with the
range depending on scene radiance; the physical limits
of the camera (i.e., possible apertures and shutter
speeds); and subjective factors such as the acceptable
levels of motion blur and defocus blur.

Capturing a photo with a given DOF and re-
stricted exposure time. In rapidly changing en-
vironments, it is often not possible to expose photos
long enough to achieve an ideal exposure. This means
that we must compromise something—we must either

(A) Thin (B) Focus for (C) Blur diameter
lens law distance d for distance d′

1

v
+

1

d
=

1

f
v =

fd

d− f
b = D

f |d′ − d|
d′(d− f)

(D) Aper. diam. (E) Focus for (F) DOF for aper.
for DOF [α, β] DOF [α, β] diam. D, focus v

D = c
β + α

β − α
v =

2 α β

α + β
α, β =

Dv

D ± c

Table 1: Eqs. (A)–(F): Basic equations governing fo-
cus and DOFs for the thin-lens model. The maximum
blur diameter within the DOF is assumed to be a user-
specified tolerance value c.

reduce the exposure time (thereby inducing under-
exposure) or reduce the DOF of the captured photo
(thereby inducing defocus blur), or both. In other
words, a restricted time budget imposes limits on a
photo’s signal-to-noise ratio for subjects in the desired
DOF (Figure 2, left).

3 Focal Stack Photography

In the following we briefly outline two ways that
focal stack photography can enhance the optical per-
formance of a conventional camera.

3.1 Achieving reduced exposure times

How quickly can we capture an ideally-exposed focal
stack with a given DOF? Unlike conventional one-shot
photography which is bound by Eq. (2), focal stacks do
not need to cover the entire DOF in one photo. This
added flexibility can lead to significant reductions in
exposure time.

The efficiency of focal stack photography comes from
the different rates at which exposure time and DOF
change: if we increase the aperture diameter and adjust
exposure time to maintain a constant exposure level,
the lens DOF shrinks (at a rate of about 1/D), but
the time needed to get a single ideally-exposed photo
shrinks much faster (at a rate of 1/D2). This opens
the possibility of “breaking” time barrier of Eq. (2) by
capturing a sequence of photos that span the DOF in
less total time than τone.

Figure 1 shows a simple illustration of this idea: by
splitting the desired DOF into two parts and capturing
an ideally-exposed photo for each part with a matching
DOF, we halve the necessary exposure time.

As a general rule, partitioning a given DOF into
smaller segments and capturing one photo per seg-
ment almost always confers an exposure time advan-
tage. The only exceptions to this rule occur when (1)
the lens does not have an aperture large enough to
allow further subdivision, (2) the camera has a signif-
icant per-shot overhead (e.g., due to electronic or me-
chanical delays), or (3) discretization effects become
significant, i.e., the camera’s discrete aperture settings
require capturing a focal stack with a DOF significantly
larger than the desired one.

A complete analysis of how to achieve the shortest-
possible exposure time for a given DOF and camera
can be found in [12]. In particular, we show that we
can compute the optimal focal stack by solving the
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photo 7 of 14 @ f/1.2 synthetic DOF composite 1 photo @ f/16
exposure time: 5ms total exposure time: 70ms exposure time: 800 ms

(a) (b) (c)

coarse depth map, synthesized f/2.8 aperture, synthesized f/2.8 aperture,
labels from DOF composite same focus setting as (a) refocused closer

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Rapid photography with a given DOF at the ideal exposure level. We captured real photos using a Canon
EOS-1Ds Mark II camera with an EF85mm 1.2L lens. The desired DOF was [100cm, 124cm] , corresponding to a
single f/16 photo. (a) A sample wide-aperture photo from the focal stack. (b) DOF composite synthesized using
[6]. (c) A single narrow-aperture photo spanning the desired DOF; it requires a much longer exposure time. (d)
Coarse depth map, computed from the labeling used to compute (b). Even though depth artifacts may occur in
low-texture regions, this does not affect the quality of the all-in-focus image. (e) Synthetically changing aperture
size, focused at the same setting as (a). (f) Synthetically changing focus, for the same synthetic aperture as (e).

following integer linear programming problem:

minimize
∑m

i=1 ni [ L∗
Di

2 + τover ] (3)

subject to
∑m

i=1 ni log Di−c
Di+c < log α

β (4)

ni ≥ 0 and integer , (5)

where Di is the i-th aperture used in the optimal focal
stack; ni is the number of photos in the optimal stack
taken with aperture Di; τover is the camera’s per-shot
overhead; [α, β] is the desired DOF; c is the maximum
acceptable blur diameter within the DOF; and L∗ is
the ideal exposure level.

Figure 5 shows the optimal subdivisions computed
by solving the integer program for a specific camera and
DOF, and for a range of camera overheads. The figure
shows that focal stack photography results in signif-
icant speedups even in the presence of non-negligible
per-shot camera overheads. In practice, we can pre-
compute the most efficient focal stack for each pho-
tography scenario by solving the linear program for a

whole range of DOFs, and storing the results onboard
the camera.

Results from a portrait photography experiment
with a high-end digital SLR are shown in Figure 4.
We applied Eqs. (3)-(5) to determine the optimal focal
stack (in this case, it contained 14 f/1.2 photos) under
an assumption of zero camera overhead. To merge the
captured focal stack into a single photo, we used an ex-
isting depth-from-focus and compositing technique [6]
from the computer graphics literature. In addition to
an all-in-focus photo and a depth map, the captured
focal stack allows us to “reshape” the camera’s DOF
synthetically [12], producing photos with novel camera
settings (Figure 4(e)-(f)).

3.2 Achieving high SNR with restricted
exposure times

Given a fixed time budget, what is the best focal
stack for capturing a given DOF? A constrained time
budget prevents us from simultaneously spanning the
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Figure 5: Optimal focal stacks computed for
the Canon EF85mm f/1.2L lens, the DOF inter-
val [100cm, 124cm] , and a one-shot exposure time
τone = 1.5s. Each row illustrates the optimal focal
stack for a specific per-shot camera overhead, expressed
in frames per second. To visualize each stack, we show
how the DOF is partitioned by individual photos in the
stack. Colors encode the aperture size of each photo
(this lens has 23 distinct aperture settings). Note that
as overhead increases, the optimal stack has fewer pho-
tos with larger DOFs (i.e., smaller apertures).
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Figure 6: Focal stack photography with restricted ex-
posure times. Red rectangles represent individual pho-
tos in a stack. Given a time budget of at least τ∗ we can
span the full DOF at the ideal exposure level (Sec. 3.1);
restricting the budget to τ < τ∗ causes a reduction in
SNR. (a) A simple policy to meet the restricted time
budget is to reduce the exposure time of each photo
proportionally, leading to increased noise. (b)-(c) Fo-
cal stacks with fewer photos yield brighter images, but
at the expense of defocus since the DOF is spanned
incompletely.

DOF and achieving the ideal exposure level. Neverthe-
less, it is possible to find the focal stack that yields the
highest signal-to-noise ratio, i.e., one that optimally
balances defocus and noise (Figure 6).

In broad terms, dense focal stacks achieve the high-
est SNR because defocus from a conventional lens
causes a more severe degradation than under-exposure.
We confirmed this intuition through a detailed analysis
of lens defocus, sensor noise, and the resulting restora-
tion problem [10]: this analysis involved both a theo-
retical component (frequency-based restoration) and a
series of simulations that covered a broad range of pho-
tography conditions and used data from high-end cam-
eras, photographic lenses, and imaging sensors. Our
analysis showed that capturing fewer photos is only
beneficial for severely limited time budgets or cameras
with high per-shot overhead.

From a theoretical standpoint, establishing the
highest-SNR focal stack under a restricted time bud-
get is more complex than the analysis in Section 3.1
for two reasons. First, since the optimal focal stack
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Figure 7: SNR for different focal stack sizes, for the
same DOF and camera as in Figure 5, and all photos
taken with an f/1.23 aperture. Each curve represents a
different time budget, relative to the minimum time τ∗
required to capture a well-exposed focal stack spanning
the DOF. The black dot on each curve indicates the
optimal stack size for that time budget.

may not span the DOF, we need a more detailed im-
age formation model to quantify degradations due to
defocus. In our approach, we represent defocus using
the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the lens,
which provides a frequency-based description of atten-
uation due to defocus blur. We represent the MTF
with a classic defocus model that takes diffraction into
account [14], and use the blur diameter of Eq. (C) as
its main parameter.

Second, because the focal stacks we consider have
varying exposure levels, we also must consider the noise
properties of the sensor [13]. To model the essen-
tial characteristics of sensor noise, we rely on a two-
component affine model [19, 8] that contains a multi-
plicative term, approximating Poisson-distributed shot
noise, and a constant term, accounting for read noise
and quantization:

ε(x, y)2 ∼ N (
0 , σ2

s

(
L
L∗

)
Ĩ(x, y) + σ2

c

)
, (6)

where Ĩ is the ideally-exposed noise-free photo. Note
that because the multiplicative component scales with
the relative exposure level L

L∗ , it does not affect SNR
when the photo is underexposed.

Quantitative results from our simulation analysis are
shown in Figure 7 for a particular camera and DOF.
The figure shows how the SNR of the restored, all-
in-focus photo varies as a function of focal stack size
and available time budget; also indicated is the opti-
mal stack size in each case. These results confirm that
under-exposed focal stacks spanning a DOF completely
(Figure 6a) result in the highest SNR, unless the time
budget is severely restricted. Indeed, only when the
exposure time is 30 times less than required to cap-
ture an ideally-exposed focal stack does noise become
high enough to tilt the balance toward incompletely
spanning the DOF (Figure 6(b)). In the limit, for time
budgets reduced by a factor of 3000 or more, photos are
so under-exposed that little more than the DC compo-
nent can be captured by the focal stack. In such cases,
one-shot photography is the only viable option.

The results in Figure 7 can be thought of as general-
izing the geometric treatment of Section 3.1, and essen-
tially arrive at the same conclusion: whether the goal
is to reduce exposure time or to increase SNR, dense
wide-aperture focal stacks confer a significant advan-
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focus-multiplexed photo demultiplexed focal stack

Figure 8: A focus-multiplexed photo representing the
focal stack in the experiment of Figure 4. Each 4 × 4
pixel block corresponds to sixteen different focus set-
tings stored in scanline order. By rearranging the pix-
els in the 16Mpixel focus-multiplexed image, we obtain
a focal stack with sixteen 1Mpixel photos.

tage over one-shot photography. The specific parame-
ters of these stacks (number of photos, apertures and
focal settings) can be computed in advance for different
DOF sizes, scene brightness levels, and time budgets,
and stored onboard the camera.

4 A Focal Stack Camera?

How could one realize focal stack photography in
practice? A basic approach would be to modify the
firmware of existing digital cameras to capture im-
ages in burst mode and refocus programmatically [2].
This would enable capturing optimal focal stacks pre-
computed for each photography setting.

To be most useful, focal stacks should be cap-
tured with low per-photo camera overhead. The cur-
rent trend in digital cameras suggests that overheads
will continue to decrease rapidly. Already, the line
between digital photography and video has become
blurred, with recent cameras capturing 2Mpixel high-
definition video with single-lens reflex lenses [3], and
others achieving 60 fps at full 6Mpixel resolution [4].
Moreover, lenses can focus and re-focus very quickly:
typical lenses with ultrasonic motors need less than
3ms to refocus between images in a focal stack.

For very tight exposure time budgets (e.g., less than
10ms), another important bottleneck is the data trans-
fer between sensor and memory. While this rate con-
tinues to improve, transfer bottlenecks can be allevi-
ated by trading off stack density and image resolution.
For instance, instead of recording a full-resolution fo-
cal stack, the camera could store a “focus-multiplexed”
image, where many lower-resolution photos from the
stack are packed into a single full-resolution pixel ar-
ray (Figure 8).

In principle, focus-multiplexed images can be cap-
tured with a conventional camera using the strategies
outlined in this paper. An open question, however,
is whether it is possible to capture such images in
one shot by altering the camera’s optics, in a spirit
similar to the plenoptic camera [5, 18]. We believe
that such a camera would be broadly useful in photog-
raphy, and its design is a subject of our ongoing efforts.
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